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Summary—Stroke is the most common disease that leads to
the dexterity impairment of the upper limbs. Serious games
have emerged as an advantageous and enjoyable alternative to
rehabilitation treatment when compared to traditional therapies.
This work presents the development of a customizable serious
game, based on Virtual Reality techniques to achieve a more
natural and intuitive interface. The game was developed to allow
different types of input devices. In so doing, the system consists
of a control panel for patient management and customization of
the game, a serious game with a realistic environment with levels
and adaptive tasks, and a database. The research considered
the assistance of physiotherapists to provide protocols that the
game followed. Results indicated significant acceptance by the
patients, implying the system’s potential use in the post-stroke
rehabilitation process of the upper limbs.

Index Terms—Stroke, Virtual Reality, Serious Game, Motor
Rehabilitation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Stroke is a serious and very common disease. According to
the World Health Organization, stroke is the second leading
cause of death in the world and occurs predominantly in
middle-aged and elderly adults [1].

The most common forms of post-stroke therapy programs
consist of the patient to perform repetitive movements under
the supervision of a therapist in several individual sessions [2].
However, these traditional approaches tend to be more tedious
and less intuitive and may delay or hinder the rehabilitation
process, and cause frustration in the patient [3].

An increasingly promising alternative for this purpose is
serious games and Virtual Reality (VR) [4]. A serious game
goes beyond pure entertainment like video games, as it offers
other types of experiences that can be directed toward relearn-
ing, rehabilitating, and training individuals [5]. And VR stands
out as an advanced interface for applications aimed at human
rehabilitation [6].

Some studies have reported benefits of using VR and serious
games in rehabilitation, such as better performance of motor

skills post-stroke [7], improvement of cognitive functions, neu-
roplasticity stimulation, and greater autonomy in the daily life
activities [8]. Thus, by decreasing the monotony of hundreds
of repeated movements and providing performance feedback,
games can increase both the quality and quantity of post-stroke
home therapy [9].

II. OBJECTIVE

This work aims to develop a virtual training system com-
posed of a serious game with a realistic scenario, database in-
tegration, and feature customization to meet individual needs,
aspects rarely found in searched applications. In addition, it
is intended to assess the suitability and acceptance of the
system developed as a support tool in post-stroke rehabilitation
processes and to assist therapists in defining more specific
rehabilitation protocols for each patient.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The serious game consists of a 3D environment where the
patient controls a harpy eagle, a typical Brazilian bird, using
the positioning of his arm. The scenario consists of a virtual
forest containing a series of objectives and challenges, such
as avoiding obstacles and catching food.

The game was developed in Unreal Engine 4. In this game
engine, the 3D virtual environment was put together and
scripts with the game logic were programmed. Game models
and animations were made using Blender 3D, an open-source
creation suite.

The patient’s forearm movements are tracked by the input
device connected to the game. The system was designed
mainly to communicate with the Myo device accelerometer,
a human-computer interaction bracelet composed of several
sensors. The game also provides the option of being controlled
by conventional joysticks, and can also be configured for other
input devices, such as a proprietary assisted platform. The



movement of the harpy is made based on the data from these
devices.

Thus, the patient’s limb displacement can be measured,
allowing the motor and functional rehabilitation to be moni-
tored. As a result, to enable the main character movement, the
patient ends up doing exercises: internal and external rotation
of the arm enables movement in the right-left axis, while elbow
flexion and extension moves the character in the up-down axis.

Initially, it was decided to develop four stages in the game.
Each level has a different goal and works a specific gesture,
namely:

• Interactive Tutorial: “Follow the arrows”—The patient
should follow the direction of some arrows. In this
training, arm extension in four directions is trained.

• Level 1: “Pass through the rings”—The patient should
pass inside several rings. It is necessary to make gentle
and firm movements with the arm.

• Level 2: “Catch 5 fish”—The patient should catch 5 fish
in the lake. The catch must be quick and precise, working
out rapid elbow flexion and extension.

• Level 3: “Hunt 5 meats”—The patient must capture 5
pieces of meat, while running away from predators. This
phase works general coordination and speed.

The system also consists of a control panel, where the ther-
apist can register, change and consult patient data, configure
the general game parameters, select the game levels in each
session and configure the challenges for those selected levels.
Therefore, it is possible to create a custom execution protocol,
configuring the sessions based on the therapeutic needs of each
patient.

The data relating to the settings made by the therapist and
the actions of the patient during the sessions are stored in a
common database that was modeled using the SQLite library.

After a formal authorization by the Federal University of
Uberlândia ethics committee, a user study was conducted with
6 post-stroke volunteer patients, aged between 35 and 73. They
were selected by the therapist according to some exclusion
criteria. For each patient, 6 sessions of 30 minutes each were
made, two per week, always accompanied by a developer
and a therapist. A training protocol was defined where the
difficulty of the game is gradually increased or decreased by
the therapist, without discouraging the patient.

The evaluation methods involved quantitative and qualitative
analyzes. The quantitative analysis was based on the training
protocol, evaluating the percentage of challenges overcome
during the game, the modified parameters and the time spent
to complete the levels.

For the qualitative analyzes, after all sessions, the users
answered some questions about their experience using the
game. The first questionnaire applied was the System Usability
Scale (SUS). It is a general usability scale developed by
John Brooke [10]. Another questionnaire was also applied,
with 8 specific questions regarding game appeal, relevance,
immersion, motivation, and perceived user skill improvement.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the analysis of the challenges overcome the time to
complete the levels, a significant evolution of patients was
observed. However, this evolution has not remained stable.
This is because the parameters are made difficult or facilitated
according to the patients’ adaptation and learning.

Overall, the game was well accepted by the patients. The re-
sult of the SUS questionnaire shows that the system fulfills the
criteria of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction, according
to the scale. Also, our calculated SUS score was 85.5 out of
100 points, indicating that the system has good usability.

The results from the additional questionnaire indicate that
the patients found the use of HarpyGame relevant, engaging,
and suitably challenging. They felt that they were making good
progress while playing and that their skill improved above
average. The proposed activities were neither too easy nor too
difficult, promoting the challenges at an appropriate pace.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Through the results obtained, it can be concluded that
the developed system has the potential to be used in the
rehabilitation of patients with paresis in the upper limbs
resulting from a stroke. Compared to conventional therapy, this
VR alternative allows adapting the exercises to the patients’ in-
terests and habits, potentially increasing their motivation. The
application’s playful design motivated patients and caregivers
to continue with the treatment.
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